World War II was a two-front war, and the Pacific has long been marginalized as the second theater. While the European theater remains decidedly popular, the complexity and perplexity found in the Pacific theater equally merit our attention, as exemplified by the release of the HBO mini-series *The Pacific* in 2010. It is a companion piece to the channel’s 2001 mini-series *Band of Brothers*, a portrayal of the European theater from the perspective of a company of airborne infantry. Stress and trauma in war zones are the focal point of these immensely successful series. The agony of fighting on the Pacific front is definitely worth examining from the standpoint of “those who have borne the battle.”

This essay explores educational resources concerning the specific horrors experienced by American and Japanese combatants in the Pacific, often for insignificant islands. The phrase “Pacific Heart of Darkness” appears in James Bradley’s *Flags of Our Fathers* (2000), a compelling story of Iwo Jima. American narratives are emphatic about how Japan, a non-Western enemy, fanaticly fought by different rules, including guerrilla tactics and suicide attacks. Bringing both perspectives into the discussion enables us to diminish the otherness of the opposing force and develop a humanistic understanding of the war’s tragedy.

**BOOKS**

Eugene B. Sledge’s (1923–2001) memoir *With the Old Breed: At Peleliu and Okinawa* (1981) is what famed documentarian Ken Burns regards as “a profound primer on what it actually was like to be in that war.” The insanity of the war in the Pacific involved terrifying D-Day beach landings during the Allies’ island-hopping campaign toward Japan. Amphibious assaults were not limited to the fabled Normandy landings on June 6, 1944. The Japanese attack on the invading American forces at Peleliu was uncomromisingly ferocious. The next day, Sledge’s company was ordered to carry out an attack across the open airfield under ever-increasing enemy fire, which turned out to be an “assault into hell.” Denouncing the infantryman’s war as the “Meat Grinder,” he was furious about the expendability of enlisted men in combat zones.

Tremendous physical discomfort arose from fresh water shortages, unbearably high temperatures, personal bodily filth, and the appalling stench of death and human excrement everywhere. Recalling that fresh clean air was a luxury, Sledge writes: “It is difficult to convey to anyone who has not experienced it the ghastly horror of having your sense of smell saturated constantly with the putrid odor of rotting human flesh day after day, night after night.”

The degrading environment turned ordinary Marines into dishonorable souvenir hunters who coveted Japanese gold teeth, glasses, sabers, pistols, and *hara-kiri* knives. While seeking to take gold teeth out of a Japanese soldier who was still alive, a Marine sank his knife deep into the victim’s mouth and cut his cheeks open. Equally repulsive was a Marine officer who would urinate in the mouth of a Japanese corpse. Meanwhile, US troops encountered hideously mutilated American bodies, including a dead Marine with his private parts stuffed into his mouth. Sledge blamed the maelstrom of war for reducing decent human beings to unimaginable barbarity.

The perception of the Pacific War as a living hell is similarly applicable to Japanese war stories, such as Oda Makoto’s novel *The Breaking Jewel* (Gyokusai, 1998). Mizuki Shigeru’s graphic novel *Onward Towards Our Noble Deaths* (1973) is fictionalized but based on his wartime experiences on New Britain Island in Papua New Guinea. He lost his left arm but survived the Imperial Army’s *gyokusai* (suicide charge), whose horrific results are graphically depicted at the end of the novel. From its outset, he relentlessly demonstrates acute grievances and senseless
deaths among common soldiers in absurd war situations, especially under abusive superior officers. An overwhelming sense of entrapment and powerlessness pervades the entire story. “Why am I stuck working this shitty job?” is a forlornly pathetic line from “The Prostitute’s Lament,” one of the songs the soldiers sing loudly.

James Bradley’s Flags of Our Fathers concerns the iconic image of flag-raising during the Battle of Iwo Jima (February 19–March 26, 1945). Joe Rosenthal took the photo of the six flag-raisers on Mount Suribachi on February 23 after the terrible carnage of the beach landing and the fall of the seemingly impregnable mountain. Calling into question the attribution of American heroism to this photograph, the author audaciously inquires into how three of the six men did not survive the battle and how the other three refused to be celebrated as national heroes. James is the son of John “Doc” Bradley (1923–1994), a US Navy corpsman and one of the flag-raisers. James notes that his father was silently about Iwo Jima, with “no copy of the famous photograph hung in our house.” For tormented war veterans, traumatic combat memories persisted long after the war was over.

The war’s aftermath forms an indispensable part of Laura Hillenbrand’s Unbroken: A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience, and Redemption (2010). It is an inspirational biography of Louis Zamperini (1917–) with useful information on the formidable difficulty of aerial maneuvering in the sprawling Pacific theater. After participating in the 1936 Berlin Olympics as a distance runner, he enlisted in the US Army Air Force in 1941, had a plane crash in the center of the Pacific in 1943, remained adrift with two other survivors for more than a month, and became a prisoner of war under a sadistic Japanese overseer. Zamperini’s survival story is mind-blowing, but it is his homecoming that makes the book truly worth reading. In the early postwar years, under the effects of PTSD, he chronically abused alcohol and almost strangled his pregnant wife. Such an agonizing life, however, was completely turned around after he remembered the long-forgotten promise he had made with God while crossing of the Peleliu airfield, the US attack on a Japanese bunker, and face-to-face confrontations between American and Japanese fighters, along with Sledge’s postwar breakdown. Overall, The Pacific unflinchingly portrays moral collapse and monstrous savagery on both sides.

Perhaps the best-known cinematic comparison of both sides of the Pacific are Clint Eastwood’s Flags of Our Fathers and Letters from Iwo Jima. These 2006 companion pieces sympathetically convey the harsh realities of war for
both American and Japanese servicemen. The demystification of the flag-raising on Iwo Jima is accompanied by the nightmarish flashbacks of the three surviving flag-raisers, who are anguished over their fallen comrades, even when touring the US and promoting the sale of war bonds.

Around the time when the American flag is gloriously placed atop Mount Suribachi, members of the Japanese unit defending the mountain blow themselves up with hand grenades. Such a deadly scene is part of *Letters from Iwo Jima*, which highlights the poignancy of Japanese struggles under Lieutenant General Kuribayashi Tadamichi (1891–1945), a deep admirer of the United States. Especially through such relatable characters as Private Saigō, a conscripted baker who has a beloved wife and a newborn baby at home, the film demonstrates that the bitter enemy of America is equally human. The recognition of common humanity is also represented by the friendly conversation between Colonel/Baron Nishi Takeichi (1902–1945) and Sam, a gravely wounded GI from Oklahoma carrying a letter from his mother. Figuratively, “letters from Iwo Jima” are forgotten lessons from history, that is, letters addressed to us all.

In Fukasaku Kinji’s *Under the Flag of the Rising Sun* (1972), a war widow is grief-stricken over the unexplained death of her husband in New Guinea. Twenty-six years after the war’s end, she searches out four men who belonged to his unit. Her investigation is similar to Kurosawa Akira’s *Rashōmon* (1950), where all four testimonies about the same murder are starkly different from each other. In *Under the Flag of the Rising Sun*, all four men confess the wretchedness of their mental states without ever being able to overcome the trauma of war. One of them is a visibly broken man who dwells in a garbage dump on the outskirts of Tokyo and keeps himself away from the public like an outcast. He is burdened with the monstrosity of cannibalism, along with the stigma and shame of having betrayed his fellow soldiers, including the widow’s husband, for his own survival. What the film accentuates, however, is not the survivor’s loathsome wartime behavior, but his quiet postwar suffering.

**ORDINARY MEN: MORE PRECIOUS THAN HEROES?**

Bridging the immense gap between soldiers in combat and civilians at home, memoirs, biographies, novels, and films are excellent educational materials that overcome the incommunicability of war experience . . .
immersing ourselves in the dreadful realities of war can we fully understand
plight of ordinary infantrymen coping with nightmarish situations.
In *Flags of Our Fathers*, Bradley voices his bitterness regarding the term
“hero” and ascribes his father’s self-imposed silence to this “misunderstood
and corrupted word.”17 James regards the flag raisers of Iwo Jima not as
“immortals” but as “boys of common virtue,” emphasizing that they were
“ordinary men” who fought just to protect their war buddies.18 The final
scene of the film *Flags of Our Fathers* is the flag raisers cheerfully striping
down and running into the sea, which the dying John Bradley implies is his
happiest memory at Iwo Jima. If this is what *Flags of Our Fathers* teaches
us to think about war, nothing would be more humane than to cherish the
very ordinariness of America’s sons and daughters. 
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